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The European Association for Evolutionary Political Economy (EAEPE) seeks to institutionalize the
involvement of and exchange with Young Scholars (YS) and student initiatives at the association’s
Annual Conference. At the conferences in Cracow (2012) and Paris (2013), lively discussions between
EAEPE and representatives of European student networks were initiated. For this year’s conference,
we invite participation to the following formats.
Special session for Young Scholar papers. YS at all levels are invited to present and discuss their
papers (e.g. Bachelor or Master theses, seminar papers). Topics might be related to the conference
main theme Unemployment and Austerity in Mediterranean European Countries or to any of the
usual topics covered by EAEPE’s research areas. Feedback procedures among participants as well as
with senior scholars will be organized. Please send your extended abstract or paper to Svenja
Flechtner until 1 July 2014. Submissions will be reviewed by the conference’s scientific committee.
Networking session for European YS groups. One slot will be reserved for YS groups from different
countries to meet each other and discuss relevant issues. Contents and organization of this session
are up to the participating groups. EAEPE will only provide space and, if required, moderation.
Meet the Prez and GenSec. EAEPE’s President Wolfram Elsner and General Secretary Pasquale
Tridico are interested in a discussion with representatives from European student groups. Possible
topics include the state of heterodox teaching, career challenges facing Young Scholars etc. The
networking session above might sort out issues of relevance for this discussion such as organizational
strategies vis-à-vis the mainstream and it ranking business, common research interests etc.
For these sessions, representatives from European countries should indicate their interest to join via
mail to Svenja Flechtner until 1 July 2014.
We also wish to draw Young Scholars’ attention to the call for Special Sessions on “Teaching and
Learning Heterodox Economics and Economics in a Pluralistic Perspective”.
Conference fees are waived for Young Scholars. Furthermore, EAEPE will provide some financial
support for the group representatives (per country, precise division is up to participants per country).
Furthermore EAEPE can subsidize selected individual participants with a paper in the YS session with
100€ each. At the conference hotel, shared rooms at discounted rates are available for YS.
We are looking forward to your participation and lively discussions in Nicosia! Please look at our
website for more detailed information on the conference. For any questions, please contact EAEPE
Council member Svenja Flechtner.

